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New CEO, President Named at R.E. Chisholm Architects
18 May, 2010
-By Stacy Straczynski

New leadership is on the designing board for R.E.
Chisholm Architects. The Miami-based firm announced
today its appointment of Matthew Polak, AIA, LEED AP to
CEO and president; while current firm CEO and president
Robert E. Chisholm, FAIA, will become chairman of the
board.
Most recently, Pollack served as the firm’s senior vice
president of architecture and has been on staff at the firm
since 1989. He holds a degree from the University of Miami
School of Architecture and is a registered architect in the
State of Florida. Pollack also sits on the board of directors
for non-profit organizations Rural Neighborhoods and
Everglades Housing Group.
The change in leadership aligns with plans for growth at R.E. Chisholm. The firm is goaled to diversify its portfolio of
commissioned projects that reinforce the firm’s mission and increases the talents of its staff members. Pollack has
taken a lead in this area. "His promotion is the logical next step for our firm to continue to solidly grow,” notes
Chisholm.
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Contract Magazine is devoted to highlighting creative interior design trends and ideas that are shaping the industry on a daily basis. Contract is proud to provide you with the most comprehensive
coverage of commercial interior design products and resources that procure uniqueness when designing a space. Contract is the modern interior design magazine that recognizes fresh interior
design ideas and projects powerful interior design resources.
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